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ABSTRACT

Spin, the result of a mismatch 1n contact rad11 on either side of the

point of rolling, has a detrimental effect on traction contact performance.

It occurs 1ri concentrated contacts having conical or contoured rolling ele-

ments, such as those 1n traction drives or angular contact bearings, and 1s

responsible for an Increase 1n contact heating and power loss. This Investi-

gation examines the kinematics of spin producing contact geometries and the

subsequent effect on traction and power loss. The Influence of lubricant

traction characteristics and contact geometries that minimize spin are also

addressed.

INTRODUCTION

In the contact analysis of many machine components, such as bearings,

gears, cams and traction drives, the traction forces and resultant power loss

due to sliding and rolling 1s of engineering Importance. The effective trac-

tion forces generated 1n the contact dictate the amount of slip occurring 1n

ball bearings, the skew 1n roller bearings and the creep rate across a

traction-drive contact. The power loss generated 1n the contact 1s not only

Important 1n and of Itself but also dictates the operating temperature. This,

1n turn, Influences the quality of lubrication 1n the contact and Its ultimate

durability.

In view of this, the production of traction contact performance and

motion has been the subject of numerous Investigations through the years

[1-9]. PoMtsky, et al. [1] and Relchenbach [2] analyzed the frlctlonal



spinning moment of angular-contact ball bearings. They assumed that relative

slip occurred at all points within the contact between the balls and raceways

due to a rigid body rotation about a normal axis through the contact center.

This special case of spin about an axis located 1n the center of the contact

1s often referred to as "pivoting". Wernltz [3] and Hag1 [4] Investigated the

more general case of a variable-speed traction drive contact where the slip

due to torque transfer caused the spin axis or "spin pole" to move away from

the contact center.

Johnson [5] examined the displacement, motion and surface tractions of an

unlubrlcated, free rolling (I.e., without applied tangential forces) ball

against a plate under pivoting spin. In contrast to the previous Investi-

gations [1 to 4], Johnson theoretically showed that at least for small spin

velocities, the elastic tangential compliances of the surfaces would enable

the central region of the contact to experience no slip, I.e., "locked", while

slip occurred only 1n a region at the perimeter of the contact. The boundary

between the "locked" and "slip" region 1s dictated by the locus of points at

which the local value of tangential traction equals or exceeds the limiting

value. Johnson's [5] theoretical and experimental work also revealed that a,

ball rolling while spinning could develop a transverse force causing 1t to

follow a curve trajectory, not unlike a billiard ball that has been struck off

center. A more refined theory 1s given by Kalker [6].

Later work by Johnson [7,8], for lubricated contacts clearly established

the v1sco-elast1c behavior of the elastohydrodynamlc oil film where the same

type of side thrust can also be developed under spin due to the elasticity of

the film at small strain rates. Graphical solutions of the Johnson model pre-

sented by Tevaarwerk 1n [9] permit direct evaluation and design optimization

of traction drive contacts.



Poon [10] and Llngard [11] also developed methods to predict the availa-

ble traction forces of a contact experiencing spin. Poon's method [10] util-

ized traction data from a twin disk tester together with contact kinematics to

predict the available traction. Llngard [11] provided a theoretical approach

1n which the EHD film exhibited Newtonian viscous behavior at low shear rates

until a critical limiting shear stress was reached. This same model was suc-

cessfully employed by Gaggermeler [12] 1n a comprehensive Investigation of the

losses and characteristics of traction drive contacts.

In most of the aforementioned Investigations, the knowledge of the angu-

lar spin velocity u of the contact 1s required before detailed calcu-

lations of contact performance can be undertaken. For contacting bodies of

varying geometry whose axis of rotation are not parallel, the magnitude of

w 1s not readily apparent. Furthermore, means to alter contact geometry

1n order to minimize G> and thus Improve performance 1s often difficult to

visualize. It therefore became a basic objective of the current Investigation

to study the effects of contact geometry on the magnitude of w and Its

subsequent effects on traction and power loss.

NOMENCLATURE

a contact ellipse semi-width 1n y-d1rect1on (transverse to direction

of rolling), m

b contact ellipse semi-width 1n x-d1rect1on (rolling), m

C lubricant contact parameter defined 1n Eq. (18) coefficients

E modulus of elasticity, GPa

e spin pole offset defined 1n Eq. (1), m

F ,F traction forces 1n x and y direction, N
A J

J-i+J-j dlmenslonless traction contact parameters defined 1n Eqs. (11)
to (17)



k contact aspect ratio, a/b

LF loss factor defined 1n Eq. (20)

M speed ratio, Rg/RA
m Initial slope of the traction curve
Q normal load, N
R..RD principal rolling rad11 of bodies A and B, m

5 dlmenslonless slip defined 1n Eq. (21)

T spin torque normal to contact, N-m

U average rolling surface velocity In rolling direction, m/s

AU longitudinal (x-d1rect1on) slip velocity, m/s

V average rolling surface velocity 1n direction transverse to

rolling, m/s
AV transverse (y-d1rect1on) slip velocity, m/s

a cone angle, deg
0 side slip angle, deg
y Included angle between rotation axes of bodies A and B, deg

y maximum traction coefficient

y applied longitudinal traction coefficient

v applied transverse traction coefficient

6 Included angle between rotation axes of body A and the tangent

to point of contact, deg
w angular rotational velocity, rad/sec
o>s angular velocity difference (spin) normal to the contact, rad/sec

Subscripts

A.B contacting bodies A and B
n normal to the contact
t tangent to the contact
x,y direction with rolling and transverse to rolling

TRACTION CONTACT FORCES

Before a detailed traction contact performance analysis can be performed,

the overall magnitude and direction of the local slip velocities within the

contact must be determined. It 1s these local slip velocities which are re-

sponsible for the traction force patterns appearing 1n F1g. 1. This figure



shows the distribution of local traction vectors 1n the contact when

longitudinal traction, misalignment, and spin are present. These traction

forces will align themselves with the local slip velocities. In traction-

drive contact some combination of traction, misalignment, and spin are always

present. Their effects can be simply superimposed. To determine the per-

formance of a traction-drive contact, the elemental traction forces must be

Integrated over the contact area.

Because of the parabolic pressure distribution, the elemental traction

forces are largest near the center of the contact and diminish 1n magnitude

near the contact perimeter as Illustrated 1n F1g. 1. As expected, 1n the case

of longitudinal traction, (F1g. l(a)), the forces align.themselves 1n the rol-

ling direction. With the addition of misalignment (F1g. l(b)), a sideslip

velocity 1s Introduced causing the vectors to cock 1n line with the sideslip

angle. Using conical rollers generally results 1n a circumferential slip pat-

tern referred to as spin (F1g. l(c)). This rotary motion 1s due to the fact

that the contact 1s 1n pure rolling only at Us center. At the right hand

edge of the contact the upper roller 1s sliding over the lower roller because

of the mismatch 1n contact rad11. At the left hand edge the situation 1s re-

versed and so 1s the direction of slip. Spin can be thought of as a dif-

ference 1n the angular velocity vector between the bodies 1n the direction

normal to the contact.

Spin generally occurs 1n traction drives with conical rollers or rollers

with nonparallel rotation axes. It 1s Inevitably present 1n all variable

ratio drives at least one or more positions of operation and also 1n angular

ball bearings. The spin velocity causes a loss 1n power and also reduces the

available traction coefficient. Furthermore, contact spin can generate ap-

preciable side forces similar to those that cause a spinning ball to roll

along a curved path as demonstrated by Johnson [5]. Unlike side slip, both
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the magnitude and direction of spin changes across the contact, with steadily

Increasing spin velocities moving away from the center of the contact.

However, the angular spin velocity o>s remains constant about a line normal

to the contact. When no external torque 1s applied, this line joins the

geometric centers of the driving and driven roller pair as Illustrated 1n F1g.

l(c). When an external torque 1s applied, longitudinal slip AU develops

which causes the axis of spin to move transversely some distance e (see F1g.

2). This distance e has special meaning 1n traction contact analysis

[3,4], It 1s referred to as the spin pole offset and 1s given by the relation:

e=^ (1)
°s

The power transferred between rollers 1s determined from a summation of

the traction force components aligned 1n the rolling direction times their

respective rolling velocities. It 1s clear from F1g. 1 that 1n misalignment

only a portion of the traction force 1s generating useful traction and that

the remainder 1s generating useless side force. For pure spin (e = 0) no use-

ful traction 1s developed, since the elemental traction forces cancel one

another. Since the contact power loss 1s proportional to the product of the

elemental traction forces and slip velocities, the presence of spin and mis-

alignment adversely affects efficiency. Furthermore, both conditions lower

the available traction coefficient. This reduces the amount of torque that

can be safely transmitted. This loss 1n traction capacity 1s due to the fact

that slip will occur when the local sliding velocities 1n the contact, exceed

the sliding velocity corresponding to the point of peak traction. As an

example, take the case of a traction contact with a rolling velocity U of 100

m/s and a longitudinal slip velocity AU of a 1 m/s at the point of gross

sliding. If this contact 1s misaligned by just 0.5 deg, a side-slip velocity

AV = U tan 0 = 0.87 m/s would be generated. Since gross sliding will occur 1f



the combined slip velocity reaches 1 m/s anywhere 1n the contact, the longi-

tudinal slip component AU will be limited to 0.49 m/s or less. At the point

of Impending gross slip, the applied traction force 1n the rolling direction

will be 49 percent of the original non-misaligned value and the Induced side

ways thrust due to misalignment will be nearly 1.8 times larger than that 1n

the rolling direction. This simple example underscores the need to maintain

precise alignment between power transmitting rollers.

CONTACT KINEMATICS UNDER SPIN

A sample of adjustable speed traction drive geometries appears 1n F1g.

3. Some of these configurations were 1n use at the turn of the century [13].

Most of those pictured are still commercially available and perform speed

matching service for light duty factory equipment.

The degree of spin generated 1n the contact of traction drives such as

those shown 1n F1g. 3 can be analyzed using a simple model. Consider the

general contact geometry of a roller pair rolling without an applied tan-

gential force as Illustrated 1n F1g. 4. The angular spin velocity w-
o, A

acting oh body A 1s given by the velocity diagram to be equal to the angular

velocity difference normal to the contact, that 1s:

"S,A = "B.N - "A,N

or 1n terms of the operating angles Y and 6:

WS,A = WA s1n 6 " WB s1n (Y ' e)

Where w. and WR are the angular rotational velocities of bodies A

and B, Y 1s the Included angle between the axes of rotation and 6 1s the

Included angle between body A's axis of rotation and the tangent to the point

of contact. Note w. and WB are taken to have the rotational direction

as shown 1n F1g. 4 and spin w$ . 1s taken to have a negative value 1n the

clockwise direction.



Since the velocity pattern on body B 1s opposite to that of body A, 1t

follows that:

-» -»
Wc D = - Wc .S,B S,A

Reversing the direction of rotation will simply cause a "sign" change of the

terms 1n the above equations.

The angular spin velocity can also be found from the difference 1n the

surface velocity distribution between the bodies divided by the distance from

the point of pure rolling as shown 1n F1g. 4(a). At the perimeter of the

contact this leads to

"S A = ~̂ ~a—~ = WA *RA * a s1n 6* ~ "B̂ V a s1n*Y " 6^ ^

Noting that at the point of rolling, u.R. = uRRR, and simplifying, Eq.f\ t\ D D

(5) leads Immediately to the result given 1n Eq. (3).

Effect of Geometry

The effects of variation 1h roller geometry on w_ can be conveniently

studied by "normalizing" Eq. (3) by «. as follows:

0)_ A I

-^ = sin e - i s1n(Y - e) (6)
"A M

where M = speed ratio = W./WD = RD/R.A B B A

In the case of a variable ratio traction drive, the rolling rad11 of one

or both bodies and/or spin angles Y and e will change with a change in

speed ratio. Eq. (6) can be used to compute the amount of spin at each

position. This 1s shown graphically 1n F1g. 5 for the case of equal sized

rollers M = 1. It 1s Instructive to note from setting Eq. (6) to zero that

there are two conditions which result 1n zero spin. These are

Y = 6 = 0 (7)



and

„ S s1n(y - 9)
M = RA

 = sin e

The first condition 1s the trivial solution which Is the case of two

parallel, crowned cylinders. The second condition corresponds to the case

where the tangent to the point of contact Intersects the point where the ro-

tation axes of bodies A and B cross. This 1s the case of the tapered

bearing or bevel gear. Although variable speed drives can be constructed to

achieve a condition of zero spin at one or more points, 1t 1s Impractical or

at least extremely difficult to satisfy either of the above conditions at all

Intermediate positions of operation. Nevertheless, the ratio schedule de-

scribed by Eq. (8) can serve as a target to minimize spin.

Spin maxima and minima can readily be found by differentiating Eq. (6)

with respect to 6 and setting this value to zero. This yields

-if H *
I" si••t»-|-=^-M (9)

Substituting values of e from Eq. (9) for a given M Into Eq. (6)

will give the minima (most negative) spin values when Y 1s positive while

negative Y will provide the spin maxima (most positive values). Comple-

mentary angles (6 .+ 180°) or (e - 180°) will provide equal magnitude but

opposite sense spin values. It 1s Instructive to note that the geometry that

produces the greatest spin 1s for e = ±90° and Y = 0- This corresponds

to the case of two parallel, but offset axes disks making face contact as Il-

lustrated 1n F1g. 5 at e = 90°. The maximum magnitude of spin at this

condition 1s:

(10)



This peak spin ratio = 2 at M = 1 and steadily decreases with an Increase

1n speed ratio H. The magnitude of the spin ratio at any Intermediate combi-

nation of geometry angles y and 6 will never exceed that given by Eq.

(10).

Heathcoate slip - The relationships given above are applicable to both

external and Internal counterformal contacts, that 1s those having positive

transverse rad11 of curvature. The analysis 1s also applicable to conformal

contacts provided that the difference 1n transverse curvature 1s relatively

large. However, the analysis needs to be modified for contacts that are

closely conformal such as that between a ball and a raceway 1n a ball bear-

Ing. This 1s because a ball rolling 1n a closely conforming groove will have

two, not just one point of pure rolling and two spin poles will be establish-

ed. A circular spin pattern will be set up around each spin pole, not unlike

Hg. l(c), of equal magnitude but opposite direction. This phenomena, first

observed by Heathcoate [14], 1s addressed 1n greater detail 1n [15].

Spin geometries - A wide variety of spin producing geometries with posi-

tive and negative spin angles can be devised as Illustrated 1n F1g. 6. How-

ever, not all combinations of y and © will produce workable solutions

for y > 90 or y < -90°. In practice, mechanical Interference can occur at

some points due to the finite width of the rollers. The "sign" of the angles

shown 1n F1g. 6 are applicable to all of the previous equations. In general,

geometries 1n which the crossing point of body B's rotation axis and the com-

mon contact tangent, He on the same side of body A, I.e., y and e have

the same "sign", produce less spin than when the crossing points straddle

body A.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS UNDER SPIN

As mentioned earlier there have been many Investigations concerning the

prediction of traction 1n END contacts [7 to 12]. One of the more recent and

more comprehensive traction contact models 1s that due to Johnson and

Tevaarwerk [8].

Their model covers the full range of viscous, elastic, and plastic be-

havior of the EHD film. This type of behavior depends on the Deborah number,

a relative measure of elastic to Inelastic response, and the strain rate. At

low pressures and speeds (low Deborah number), the film exhibits linear vis-

cous behavior at low strain rates. It becomes Increasingly more nonlinear

with Increasing strain rate. At higher pressures and speeds, more typical of

traction drive contacts, the response 1s linear and elastic at low rates of

strain. At sufficiently high strain rates, the shear stress reaches some

limiting value and the film shears plastically as In the case of some of the

earlier traction analytical models.

In [9 and 16], Tevaarwerk presents graphical solutions developed from the

Johnson and Tevaarwerk elastic-plastic, Isothermal traction model. These

solutions are of practical value 1n the design and optimization of traction

drive contacts. By knowing the Initial slope (related to the shear modulus)

and the maximum traction coefficient (related to the limiting shear stress)

from a zero sp1n/zero-s1de-s!1p traction curve, the traction, creep, spin

torque, and contact power loss can be found over a wide range of spin values

and contact geometries.

These solutions are general In nature and provide a good basis for esti-

mating the performance of a traction contact of a known geometry. These so-

lutions will be repeated here 1n part without theoretical justification.

Those Interested 1n the theoretical basis of the Johnson and Tevaarwerk

analysis should consult [8, 9 and 16].
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D1mens1onless Traction Parameters

In the Johnson and Tevaarwerk model several dlmenslonless parameters were

Identified that best generalized the results of their analysis. These parame-

ters can be written 1n terms of the shear modulus and limiting shear stress

properties of the lubricant or 1n terms of the measured Initial slope m and

peak traction coefficient y from a simple experimental traction curve. It

1s more convenient and probably more reliable at present to work with actual

traction data rather than fundamental fluid property data. Fluid property

data are usually generated under experimental conditions that are much dif-

ferent than 1n a traction contact. For the Johnson and Tevaarwerk dimension-

less groupings, slope and traction coefficient data must be obtained from a

zero s1de-s!1p/zero-sp1n traction curve for the lubricant 1n question. This

reference data must also be obtained at the same contact pressure, temper-

ature, rolling speed and for the same aspect ratio, area and disk material as

the contact to be analyzed. However, approximate compliance corrections to

the slope can be made 1f the aspect ratio and contact area of the reference

data 1s different than that of the contact to be evaluated (see [17]).

With the Johnson and Tevaarwerk analysis, knowing just m and \t from a

simple traction test leads to the prediction of the entire traction-creep

curve 1n the Isothermal region under any combination of side-slip and spin.

Also, the traction force perpendicular to the rolling direction and contact

power losses can be readily determined. Traction data useful for design

purposes of two common traction fluids over a wide range of operating

conditions appears In [17].

The solutions to this analysis are given 1n terms of the following

dlmenslonless parameters:

12



Slip, J] = C (11)

side slip, J2 = C ^U (12)

spin, J3 = C -— (13)

traction, J = — (14)

side traction, 3$ = (15)

torque normal , _ T ,,,*
to the contact, J6 " pQ

 (16)

total power _
loss, J7 - J4J1 J5J2 J6J3

<Fx AU * Fy AV * T«S>

where C = lubricant contact parameter = -% ~ \/k
o y V

The spin term J_ can be quickly found from the basic geometry of the

roller pair with the aid of Eq. (6). Noting that U = WARA = WgRg,

this gives:

j. , c - -- (19)
3 V L KA RB J

It 1s Important to note that the detrimental effects of spin Increase

with the square root of contact area (proportional to -\/ab) . Thus an Increase

^n normal load for a given geometry will also Increase 3_. Furthermore,
«3

all other things being equal, highly conformal contacts will be more spin

sensitive than those which are not.
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The power loss term J7 can be put 1n a more convenient form 1n terms

of a loss factor LF where

J_ _7 /Power Loss . (2Q)
~ J4 - L y Power Input,1 uu;

Effects of Lubricant on Traction Under Spin

In [17] the traction characteristics of two modern traction fluids were

modeled based on traction disk machine test data. A finding of this study was

that lubricant composition has a significant effect on traction performance

under spin as Illustrated 1n F1g. 7 from [17]. This figure shows that the

degradation of maximum traction coefficient with spin was significantly great-

er for one of the test fluids. However, under conditions of low spin, this

fluid offers comparable or slightly better performance.

Effect of Slip and Spin on Traction

The graphical solutions appearing 1n [16] can be used to predict the

Influence of slip, s1de-sl1p and spin on the traction 1n both the x and y

directions. These are shown 1n the figures which follow. F1g. 8 shows the

theoretical effects of slip and spin at a contact aspect ratio of

k = 1. This figure 1s, 1n effect, a theoretical traction curve. It 1s ap-

parent from F1g. 8 that spin tends to Increase slip at a given level of

traction J., except at low spin values (Jg less than about 0.7). At low

spin values most of the contact 1s being strained elastlcally (energy 1s

recoverable) so there 1s little adverse effects.

If no spin 1s present and there 1s no side-slip, a simple relation exists

between traction J. and slip, J, of the form:
4 I
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where (21)
c JL /E\M

4 \v/ U

It may be observed from Eq. (21) that contacts with small value of aspect

ratio k, hence larger slip values S, tend to Improve traction. The traction

1n the contact 1s directly related to the total lubricant strain. Since low

aspect ratio contacts have longer contact lengths In the direction of rolling

they permit a higher build up strain, hence more traction.

Under the condition of pure spin, that 1s no slip, the total strain on

the fluid film 1n the contact transverse to the rolling direction steadily

Increases 1n the Inlet region, reaches a maxima, and then steadily decays to

zero at the outlet of the contact. This accumulated axial strain gives rise

to a side traction J§ which can be a significant fraction of the maximum

traction coefficient, particularly for contacts with low aspect ratio, k. The

maximum value of sideways traction J5 under pure spin conditions 1s shown

1n F1g. 9. Side thrust forces under pure spin can be greater than 60 percent

of the limiting traction force. At a given aspect ratio, the magnitude of

J5 will Increase with spin, reach a maxima and then decrease for Increasing

spin as elastic effects diminish. This can be seen from F1g. 10 for k = 1.

Increasing slip 1n the rolling direction has a relatively minor effect on side

traction J_ until the slip reaches some value where elastic effects are

negligible. At this point there 1s a precipitous drop 1n the sideways trac-

tion.

The thrust direction with which this sideways traction J5 acts 1s

dependent on the geometry of the contact and Its direction of rotation.

Referring to F1g. 4, the sideways traction acting on the body In the plane of

contact, 1s oriented 1n the same direction as the bodies angular rotational

velocity vector for positive u_ (CCW spin) and 1n the opposite direction

for negative «_ (CW spin) for -90 < y < 90°.

15



It Is clear from Eqs. (14) and (15) that multiplying the computed value

of J. and Jc by the maximum available traction coefficient will give
4 3

the appropriate values of p and p at any slip, side-slip, or spinx y
condition. If spin 1s present, 1t 1s likely that thermal heating will cause

some reduction 1n the value of p. Using the value of p under the spin

condition present, 1f such data 1s known, to correct J4 and J, will

yield the most accurate results. Analytical methods to account for thermal

effects 1n the film can be found 1n [18 to 20].

Traction Contact Power Loss

Ignoring the rolling traction loss for the moment, the losses 1n a trac-

tion contact of three components: longitudinal slip, side-slip and spin as

given by Eq. (17). By dividing the dlmenslonless contact loss term J? to

the longitudinal traction term J we can establish the loss factor LF

given 1n Eq. (20). Power loss then 1s simply:

Power loss = (-r) Power Input (22)

In most traction drives a mechanism 1s used to automatically adjust the

normal load 1n direct proportion to the transmitted force. This forces the

traction coefficient 1n the contact p to be a constant. The geometry of

the loading mechanism 1s selected to be some fraction, typically 70 to 80

percent, of the maximum traction coefficient available (I.e., J. = 0.7 to

0.8) under the most unfavorable operating condition. This 1s to provide some

safety margin from slipping.

To Illustrate the effect that spin has on power loss, the theoretical

loss factor 1s plotted 1n F1g. 11 against J« for a constant loading frac-

tion J. = 0.75 at various k values. It can be observed that Imposed spin

has little or no Influence on the loss factor LF at low values of spin.

16



The losses 1n the contact at low spin are basically those due to the creep

normally associated with torque transfer. From a design point of view, values

of spin J, up to approximately 1 can be allowed without 111 effects. At
O

higher levels of spin, above J3 6, LF Increases directly with spin J«

as the lubricant film 1n the contact shears plastically [9]. Thermal effects

then become Increasingly more pronounced and the Isothermal loss curve 1n F1g.

10 starts requiring thermal modifications [18 to 20],

The relative power loss between contacts with low spin (J_ < 1) and

high spin (J_ > 10) can be better appreciated by cross plotting F1g. 11

against contact aspect (ellipse) ratio. This 1s done 1n F1g. 12. High spin

contacts have losses that are about an order of magnitude higher than low spin

contacts. Reducing contact ellipse ratio k Improves efficiency at both low

and high levels of spin. However, at high spin levels, the minimum losses

occur at k = 1 and reducing k further, I.e., orienting the ellipse's major

axes with the direction of rolling, will cause an Increase 1n power loss.

It 1s Instructive to note that a reduction 1n k, that 1s, making the

contact more circular 1n shape, will Improve efficiency. It will also,

however, have a detrimental effect on fatigue life. This 1s Illustrated 1n

F1g. 12 where relative fatigue life from the analysis published 1n [21] and

relative power loss found 1n [9] 1s plotted against k for constant torque,

normal load, size and traction coefficient. Note that decreasing k by

decreasing the relative transverse radius of curvature at constant normal load

will cause the contact area to also decrease. This 1n turn will Increase the

contact stress, but lessen the nondlmenslonal spin term J_ due to the >/ab

term 1n Eq. (19).

It should also be mentioned that the contact losses of the Johnson and

Tevaarwerk method outlined here are only those associated with traction torque
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transfer. However, while these losses are obviously significant, they are not

the only losses to be considered when assessing the performance of a traction

drive. Some traction drive designs require large support bearings through

which some or all of the clamping loads between roller components must pass.

The power losses associated with these bearings can be as great or greater

than the contact losses. In fact, 1n Gaggermeler's experimental Investigation

[12] with the Arter type toroidal drive, the load-dependent bearing losses

were comparable to the contact losses due to power transfer. The drive Idling

(no-load) losses were as large or larger than both of these load dependent

losses combined. These Idling losses Include oil splashing losses, air

windage, seal drag and those losses In the traction rollers and bearings which

are Independent of transmitted load.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A kinematic analysis of spin producing contacts has been performed. The

analysis relates the geometry of the roller pair contact, defined by the

Intersection of the axes of rotation and tangent to the point of contact, to

the magnitude of spin generated. A solution for the Ideal, zero spin produc-

ing geometry was given. The effect of spin on traction, creep and power loss

was Investigated using the Johnson and Tevaarwerk Isothermal traction model.

The Influence of lubricant characteristics on spin traction was also

discussed. The effect of contact aspect ratio on relative power loss and

fatigue life under spin was presented.

The following findings were obtained:

1. A rolling contact will have zero spin 1f the rolling rad11 ratio

RO/RA = s1n(Y - 6)/s1n e. This 1s the condition where the tangent to

the point of contact and both bodies' rotation axes mutually Intersect as 1n

the case of a tapered bearing.
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2. The maximum magnitude of spin occurs for e = ̂ 90° and y = 0-

This corresponds to the case of two parallel, but offset axes disks making

face contact.

3. Increases 1n slip and power loss due to spin are negligible for

small amounts of spin (J» less than about 1). Beyond this threshold, slip

and power loss Increase rapidly with spin as Inelastic shearing of the lubri-

cant film occurs.

4. Sideways thrust forces which are greater than 60 percent of the

limiting traction force can be generated for bodies rolling under pure spin.

5. The adverse effects of spin can be minimized by reducing the contact

aspect ratio k but at the expense of higher contact stresses and lower contact

fatigue life.
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LONGITUDINAL SPIN SPIN POLE OFFSET VELOCITY PATTERN
SLIP WITH SLIP AND SPIN

Figure 2. - Contact velocity diagram for combined slip and spin.

Figure 3. - Typical adjustable speed traction drive geometries.



ROLLING DIRECTION

POINT OF ROLLING

AXIS OF
ROTATION

(a) Spin contact pattern on roller A.

BODYB

TANGENT TO
POINT OF CONTACT

BODY A

(b) Contact geometry for spin calculations.

= luAl sin 8-luB lsin (y -9 )FOR-w A

OD = I<JRI sin (y-e) - I uAI sin 9 FOR + WAB, n D " "

US,B= US,A

(c) Angular velocity diagram.

Figure 4. - Generalized velocity diagram for spin without applied traction.
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Figure 9. - Variation of maximum side force (Jj) with aspect
ratio for contact under spin only.
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